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Our office with be closed on Thursday July
4, 2019 in celebration of Independence Day!

The Recorder’s Route
Disaster Relief Community Involvement
Many constituents of Montgomery County came together last
month to hold a documentation and legal resource clinic at
Sinclair Community College. The services the Recorder’s
office provided and still is providing are free property deeds
to individuals who lost their homes or were affected by the
tornado. The affected areas in Montgomery County include
Trotwood, Clayton, Riverside, Harrison Township, Butler
Township, Brookville, North Dayton and Vandalia.

Children: The Future

Veteran Initiatives
Last month, Recorder Brandon McClain established a new
relationship with the Military and Veteran Chamber of
Huber Heights as he presented his Veteran ID Card
program. The Military and Veterans Commission was
established to act in an advisory capacity to City Council
and the City Manager to create and maintain an
atmosphere contributing to the understanding and respect
for past and current members of the military to enrich the
lives of Huber Heights residents and visitors through
honoring the military veterans and recognizing the value of
the service they have and do provide.

In collaboration with the Salvation Army, Recorder McClain
was a guest reader for a program “Read and Feed” at
Patterson Park here in Dayton. This event is for pre-school
children who are provided with a meal upon arrival and story
time. Each child received a brand new, free book after the
story time. Last month, Recorder McClain had the honor of
Reading a book about Sonia Maria Sotomayor, who served
as the Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States. The
children really enjoyed it!

Advocacy for Seniors
Once again, the Recorder’s Office and other Montgomery
County affiliated departments participated as a resource for
the annual CAANE Senior Empowerment Expo. CAANE
is the collaboration against abuse, neglect, and exploitation
of seniors in the Miami Valley area. Recorder McClain has
been diligently working to bring awareness and support to
our vulnerable populations with his programs and board
standings in the community.
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Recroder McClain signing books for children at the Read and
Feed Program.
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